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THE VIEWFINDER
Newsletter of the Sidney Shutterbugs Camera Club, Sidney BC
August Meetings
Meetings are suspended until
Autumn

August Competition
Theme: FERRY BOATS
Submission Deadline: Aug 20
Voting: Aug 21-27

Weekly Shoot and
Share!
Suspended until Autumn

Gold

August Outings
No scheduled outings

July Competition Winners
Competition Theme: CHARACTERS OF THE STREET
Gold: Kids at Heart by Heather Thompson
Silver: Street Musician, Nelson, BC by David Milner
Bronze: Sidecar Dogs by Rod Johnson

Silver

Bronze
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August Competition: “FERRY
BOATS”
The competition is open until AUG 20.
From Lexicon-Merriam Webster online
dictionary:
Ferryboats: boat or ship for conveying
passengers and goods, especially over a
relatively short distance and as a regular service.
Looking forward to seeing your photos of “Ferry
boats”.
As always, we encourage you to pick up your
camera and take photos for the competitions
and not rely on your archives.

Reminiscence by Sharon O’Brien

EXHIBITIONS/SHOWS:
Sooke Fine Arts Show
Jul 22-Aug 01, 2022 (closing today)
The Sooke Fine Arts Show provides the
opportunity for the finest artists from Vancouver
Island and BC’s coastal islands to showcase and
sell their work each summer.
The show is returning to a live format for its 36th
anniversary after going online during the
pandemic.
One of our club members, Sharon, O’Brien, had
a photograph accepted. Please go support
Sharon and her work if you have time on Aug 1.
Congratulations, Sharon, and well done.
Sharon’s photo is called ‘Reminiscence'.
Reminiscence is imprisoned by distance,
distance that’s in our thoughts. Suffering a loss,
someone we will no longer have in our lives to
make memories with only becomes something
to reflect in our hearts and our mind.
We are lucky to have such talent within our club.

“Taking pictures is savouring life intensely,
every hundredth of a second.” - Marc Riboud

Sharon O’Brien

EXHIBITIONS/SHOWS:
Fine Art Photography Exhibition
ArtSea Community Arts Council @
Tulista Park
Aug 05-Aug 11, 2022, M-F 10-4pm daily,
extended Friday to 7pm
Four local photo-based artists are presenting their
unique visions:
•
•
•
•

Kevin Keliher – imagined worlds created
through the medium of digital collage
Danielle Labonté – Pacific land/seascapes
and evocative abstracts
Steve Sproston – atmospheric architecture
and cityscapes
Anne McCarthy – photographs are the seed
for creating painterly works
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KEITH MARGETTS, NEW EXECUTIVE
MEMBER

August 2022

to shoot in bad weather. I have also added a wired
and a remote shutter trigger to reduce camera
shake.

Q: How do you improve your photography skills?
A: I purchased a book on the Canon T6i which

Q: How long have you been taking photos? And,

how did you develop your interest in photography?
A: I cannot recall when I started taking snapshots

with a series of cheap film cartridge cameras, but it
was probably in my latter school and university
years in the 1970s.
I only really started taking more meaningful
photography after I retired in early 2017, and
purchased my first DSLR camera, the Canon T6i
with the stock kit Canon 18-55 mm lens. I soon
added the relatively cheap 55-200 mm lens, for
additional reach.
At this time, I started reading a lot of articles and
purchased some courses and cheat sheets etc. I
am still in this phase of my learning process, and I
know that I still have a long way to go.

helped me tremendously with the initial set up
and what all the camera controls did. I also
purchased the “Adobe Photoshop Elements
2021 for Dummies” book that helped me with
my post-processing.
I have also read hundreds of articles and guideline
publications that try to educate one on a variety of
photography subjects. I also follow a bunch of
instructors/trainers on social media, as well as
subscribe to a variety of professional Wildlife
photographers from whom I have purchased some
specific courses that have proven helpful.

Q: What is the best advice you have received as a
photographer?
A: Get out as often as possible and experiment
with your camera, to put into practice what you
have learned.

Q: What is your best photography tip?
A: Learn from experienced others, go out and

Q: What is your favourite genre and subject?

practice, learn from your mistakes, and keep
practicing until you nail the capture often.

A: Any kind of wildlife, with my favourite

Q: What new things would you like to try in

subjects being Grizzly bears, Black bears, Bald
eagles, and Great Blue herons. However, I
have a deep love of all mammals and birds.

Q: What special gear do you use? Tripod? Flashes,

filters, special lenses, rain covers?

A: I have a heavy Vanguard tripod that expands

from 2ft to 6ft with three-way levels. A Gimbal
head is on my bucket-list. I have one 58mm ND
filter that I have only used in Hawaii, but I’m
thinking of investing in a 58mm and a 67mm
Variable ND filters for use in long exposures and to
put sunglasses on my lenses when on Maui. I also
have a raincoat for my camera and lens to be able

photography? Any photography goals or projects for
this year?
A: I’m very keen to start taking long-exposure land-

and seascapes using VND filters.
In August, I’m going up to Campbell River to go and
photograph Black bears in the area.

Q: Which is your favourite lens? Why?
A: I recently purchased a second-hand Canon

100-400mm F4-5.6 lens that I have paired with
my new Canon D90, and the increased reach is
fabulous and, although heavier, I can easily
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carry it around as most of my photos are handheld.

Q: What are your favourite go to settings for your

genre of photography?

A: For Wildlife, I have just started using Manual

mode, with the Aperture wide-open for the lens at
5.6, Shutter Speed around 1/1,200th to 1/2,000
sec (which I may adjust depending on
circumstances), and ISO on Auto (I reduce noise
with Topaz Denoise AI). I also use continuous
Autofocus with the Centre Focus points, multiple
shots, and single point metering.

Bald Eagle taken a few years ago at a Raptors Show.
This is one of the few tack-sharp shots I took in my
early days with my Canon T6i and Canon 70-200mm
F4 lens. This is one of the two photos I submitted to
the New Photographers Gallery show.
One of my favourite wildlife action photos to date, is
one of a seagull narrowly evading capture by a
juvenile Bald Eagle after about a 20-minute chase. I
like it because it reminds me of my relief when the
eagle gave up the chase.

Q: Do you have a favourite creative technique
when shooting?
A: I’m still striving for tack sharp photos of my

subjects and am trying to improve my ability to
keep the auto-focus points on tracking the animal
or bird when it is rapidly moving.
In landscape photography, I like to capture
reflections when there is no wind.
On some subjects, I like to blur the background.

Q: Whose work has influenced you most? Do you

have a favourite photographer?

A: I have followed John Marriot, a professional

Bald Eagle, K Margetts

“When you photograph people in colour, you
photograph their clothes. But when you
photograph people in black and white, you
photograph their souls! ” - Ted Grant

photographer from Alberta, who initially caught my
attention with his conservation efforts relating to
exposing myths about Grizzly bears and wolves,
expounded by hunting guides. Besides all his
conservation work, he is also a splendid
photographer, and he has taken amazing photos
of wildlife.

Picture Perfect Corner

Q: Out of all your photos, which is your favourite?
Why?

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/explora/
photography/tips-and-solutions/12-things-toconsider-when-photographing-boats

A: Somewhat ironically, I have a couple of sunrise

seascapes, shot with my iPhone 11 Pro, early in fall
a couple of years ago that I really like.
Probably my favourite DLSR bird portrait pic is a

If you wish to improve your boat photography
skills, check out the websites below.

https://www.boatsnews.com/story/27982/how-totake-beautiful-pictures-on-a-boat-the-10-tips-frompro
https://digital-photography-school.com/39stunning-photos-boats/
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SSCC MEMBER PHOTOS SHARED IN
JUNE

Harris’ Hawk in flight-Raptors Centre, K Margetts

Seagull chase, Keith Margetts

Rod and friends, A Anwar
Cat Nap, Barbara Watson

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail, R Johnson

Cy Hampson Dog Park, R Johnson
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